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Properties of the weighted Löwdin orthogonalization procedure are thoroughly discussed. It is
shown that its flexibility might be very useful in the construction of optimal truncated basis sets
in approximate theories of the electronic structure of molecules and solids. The relevance of pairwise nonorthogonal (hybrid) basis functions is pointed out.
Introduction
I t is well established by now that the proper
choice of the basis set functions in calculations of
the electronic structure of molecules and solids is of
utmost importance. Computations employing com
plete basis sets are obviously not feasible. Therefore,
the selection of optimal truncated sets has far reach
ing consequences. Intuition and experience play a
great role in this respect. Applications of basis sets
designed by using simple but adequate physical con
cepts and ideas can save a lot of computational
efforts extending in the same time the range of
practicability of the quantum chemical methods.
Excellent illustrative examples are provided by
gauge-invariant atomic orbitals (GIAO) [1—3] and
electric field variant atomic orbitals (EFV) [4, 5],
which proved very useful in studying molecular
systems perturbed by the external magnetic and
electric fields, respectively. The use of atomic orbi
tals well adapted to local molecular fields is even
more important in approximate theories** of chem
ical bonding. We have shown in a series of papers
that hybrid orbitals exhibiting maximum over
lapping provide a fair description of a large number
* On leave of absence from the Theoretical Chemistry
Group, "Rudjer Boskovic" Institute, 41001 Zagreb,
Yugoslavia and The Faculty of Natural Sciences and
Mathematics, University of Zagreb, Marulicev trg 19,
41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
** Semiempirical theories are certainly approximate but
it should be pointed out here that there are approxi
mate schemes which do not heavily lean on the empir
ical data (see Ref. [14]).
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of molecular properties [6—10]. This is not sur
prising because the local hybrid orbitals intrinsi
cally reflect two most important facets of covalent
bonding: (a) pile-up of charge in the bonding regions
and (b) spatial arrangement of bonds. Since the
hybrids conform the symmetry of local fields they
provide a natural starting point for more sophisti
cated and ambitious calculations being especially
suitable for approximate methods. Indeed careful
analyses of molecular integrals have shown that
various NDDO (neglect of differential orbital orbit
al) existing schemes are justified to some extent if
and only if the basis set of symmetrically orthogonalized hybrid orbitals is used [11 —14]. This
type of basis set has also a good performance within
the framework of separated electron pairs for
malism [14—17] offering a description of closed
shell molecules which is closest to chemical intui
tion. It is worth to mention that in all these studies
the hybrid orbitals are orthogonalized to inner
shells utilizing Schmidt procedure. The inner core
orbitals were left intact during the orthogonalization procedure in order to avoid the energy conta
mination and reflecting chemical inertness of these
orbitals. The hybrid orbitals were subsequently
symmetrically orthogonalized by using Löwdin
method [18] which in turn has a number of remark
able properties. The salient feature of Löwdin or
bitals is their localisability and the maximum
similarity with initial nonorthogonal (hybrid) orbit
als as measured by the least squares' deviations
[19]. Extremal likelihood with starting functions
makes Löwdin orbitals very convenient for a con
struction of basis sets in large systems by using
localised functions of their fragments. The optimal
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localised functions of small molecules, which are
building blocks of larger compounds, are transferred
and mutually symmetrically orthogonalized in
order to ensure minimum of their perturbation at
least in the Hilbert space. However, we have to
keep in mind two important points. Firstly, Löwdin
orbitals are minimaly disturbed on the average,
i.e. all participating orbitals are treated in the same
time on the same footing. That's how symmetrical
orthogonalization earned its name. Secondly,
atomic orbitals are not used in molecular calcula
tions only because they are computationally suit
able. More importantly, they do have some physical
meaning describing an electron in the vicinity of a
particular nucleus. In fact, this is the reason behind
the success of the relatively simple MO methods
based on AOs. We have to racall also that two AOs
of different energies form a bonding MO in a way
that the latter is composed predominately of the
AO possessing lower orbital energy. I t follows im
mediately that symmetrical Löwdin orthogonaliza
tion is convenient if AOs with similar atomic ener
gies are involved. However if atoms with, loosely
speaking, widely different electronegativities are
considered, some sort of discrimination between
AOs is desirable. A sort of asymmetrical ortho
gonalization which minimizes deviations from ener
getically low lying AOs at the expense of higher
AOs is clearly to be preferred. Only in this case we
can expect the initial AOs or HAOs are minimally
perturbed in energetic sense. This goal is achieved
by the weighted Löwdin procedure as shown in the
next section.
Weighted Löwdin Orthogonalization
The possibility of weighted least-square ortho
gonalization was mentioned in the early work of
Carlson and Keller [19] but it was, to the best of
our knowledge, never discussed in some detail.
Hence we give here a derivation. Let's denote the
initial set of linearly independent normalized func
tions by cpi{i = 1, ..., n). Withouth much loss of
generality we shall suppose that (pt are real func
tions and that the set {<£><} is finite. The formalism
can be easily extended to encompass complex func
tions and infinite sets. The starting set is nonortho
gonal, i.e. ((pi | 99;) = Stj(i 4=7) where at least some
of Stj are different from zero. Our aim is a construc
tion of orthonormal orbitals xpi(i = 1, ..., n) which

span the same subspace {<pj} of the Hilbert space
and satisf}^ the requirement:
2 wn(v>i — <pi IVi — <PJ> = min ■

(!)

where Wji are elements of the symmetric matrix W
formed by the predetermined weighting factors. I t
is also tacitly assumed that W is non-singular but
not necessarily positive definite. Each initial func
tion cpi may be expressed as a linear combination of
tptn
(pi = 2 v* Gki •
<1=1
One can easily prove that the following matrix
equation holds
T = CtC

(2)

where T = I + S, I is identity matrix (7y = <5y) and
t denotes transposed matrix. Substituting
n
y>i — <Pi= 2 Wkihi — Cki) and
*=i
n
Wi — <P1 = 2 Vi (IiJ (3)
i=i
into condition (1) one obtains
T r[W (I + f ) - W{C + &)] = min.

(4)

The first term in the matrix expression (4) is ob
viously constant. Consequently
Tr[W{Ö-f <?*)] = max

(5)

is equivalent to the previous requirement (4). The
coefficients C possessing extremal property (5) are
obtained by using an auxiliary matrix A
Ä = C W {W T W )-W - (WTW)V*.

(6)

I t should be mentioned that IF TIF is a symmetric
matrix because {WTWf =
= W fW .
Since the matrix W TW is also positive definite, the
fourth-root is in principle easily found by the
diagonalization technique. One can prove by excercising some algebra that
Tr[Ä*Ä] = Tr\2(W TW)1/2
- W ( C + & )].
It appears that the requirement (6)
Tr[W{C + Öt)]
= T r[2 { W f W)1' 2 - Ä(Ä] = max

(7)
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is satisfied if Ä is a null matrix (A = Ö). Thus
CW (W fW )~ 1/4 = {WTW)W

(8)

implying
C = {WT\V)VZ\V-1 and
0 - i = W {W T\V)-w.

(10)

If W assumes a special case W = 1 then functions
(10) reduce to well known Löwdin symmetrical
orbitals. Particularly interesting case arises when
IF is a diagonal matrix Wij = w;« <5y. Then the
stationary requirement (1) takes a simple form
2 WHh j (V>i — <Pi IV>J —
= 2

— <Pi | Vi — <Pi> = min

(11)

In other words, the squares of the deviations from
the initial functions are weighted relative to each
other yielding additional flexibility compared to
symmetrical orthogonalization (ym = 1 for all i).
In particular, if we want to simulate Schmidt pro
cedure by excluding a particular function from the
orthogonalization process it is attained simply by
putting e.g. viick = 0. Orthogonal functions (10) can
be now written in a more specific form. Let 5 be a
diagonal matrix Dij = dudtj, where da are eigen
values of the matrix (W TW)ij = wuwjj Ttj
ö t{ W fW )ö = D .

(12)

The columns of the orthogonal matrix T) are the
eigenvectors of the matrix W TW. Its square root
{WTW)~ 1/2 is given by
{WTW)~ 1/2 = ÖD-i/2 Öt,

(13)

where (D~i/2)y = d~{1/2dy and the square roots are
taken with positive signs. Orthogonal orbitals are
then given by
Vi = 2 C
f k Wkk 2 ° kJ °iJdjj 1/2
k
j=l

is that they are asymmetrically orhogonalized but
in order to distinguish them from e.g. Schmidt
orthogonal functions we shall cell them vieighted
Lövxlin orbitals. This name stresses also the im
portant role of weighting factors.

(9)

The general form of the optimal set of orthogonal
functions is
k= 1
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(14)

The most complicated step in the formation of
orthogonal orbitals (10, 14) is diagonalization of
the matrix W TW but this can be performed by
standard computer subroutines. The most striking
feature of the functions defined by Eqs. (10) and (14)

Discussion and Conclusion
The weighted Löwdin orbitals have considerable
intrinsic flexibility contained in the free choice of
the weighting factors. The diagonal elements v)u
are related to orbital energies Ei. The first guess
would be v)u ~ 1/Ei in order to ensure minimum
disturbance of the low energy orbitals cpi. I t is
intuitively clear that the smallest possible perturba
tion of the most stable AOs must be advantageous.
The off-diagonal adjustable weighting factors
may be employed to minimize errors occurring in
neglect of molecular integrals involving mixed
densities 1ft xpj. In other words we may try to find
out the basis set
in which the NDDO approxi
mation holds most accurately. This is of utmost
importance because it seems that NDDO approxi
mation is the only way to circumvent the w4 bottle
neck. The use of NDDO scheme in nonorthogonal
basis sets is unjustified [11 —14]. I t should be stress
ed that the use of minimum perturbation ortho
gonal orbitals might be favourable in separated
electron pairs schemes [15, 16]. Furthermore, the
weighting factors procedure is so general that it
involves Schmidt-like orthogonalization as a special
case. This feature may be useful in theoretical de
scription of hole-states in atoms [20] and molecules
[21]. The latter are conveniently studied by the Xray photoelectron spectroscopy. So far we discussed
orthogonalized basis sets but it is likely that pairwise-nonorthogonality might be even more useful
[22]. The best argument which supports this state
ment is the success of the maximum overlap method
based on the variable hybridization model [6—10].
Since the overlap integrals represent a good measure
of the increased electron density and bond strength
we conclude that a pair of overlapping hybris
provides the most natural and intuitively appealing
description of covalent bonds. The easiest way to
reestablish overlapping bond hybrid orbitals is
probably achieved by a transformation
Xi = (Vi + a v>j)l( 1 + a2)1/2 and
l i = (V>j + a tpt) ( i + «2)1/2

(15)
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the extent of overlapping being <Xi|;ft> = 2a/
(1 - f a 2). The mixing coefficient a is another dispos
able parameter which can be obtained by fitting a
particular approximate scheme for the evaluation
of molecular integrals. The overlapping pair of
hybrids (%i, '/j) is apparently convenient for the
calculation of very important one-electron inte
grals ßij (or hij =
| h | /j}) which are traditionally
assumed to be proportional to overlap integrals
possessing a form ßij = f{hu, hjj)Sij. It is well
known that /^-integrals have dramatic influence on
the molecular stabilization [23]. Pairwise-overlapping bonding orbitals should be advantageous
for the calculation of the one-center Coulomb re
pulsion integrals of the type
<Xi Xi I Xi Xi> » <X<X*IXJXJ>>
etc., because %i orbitals are closer to the initial cpi
orbitals than the y>i-ones. This is obvious because
the largest perturbation in the orthogonalization
process is in fact produced by the nearest-neighbour
bonding partner. Consider for example ( l + S)-1/2
expansion of the symmetrically orthogonal orbitals xpt
(k*i)
Vi = (fi —
<PkSki+
(16)
k
The series (16) may converge slowly but here we
use it only for illustrative purposes. If the series
(16) is plug in the expression (15) for %i and the
normalization factor is neglected one obtains
Xi = (1 — I aSij)<Pi + (« — \Sij)(fj
- i kf :'<Pk(Ski + a S kj).
k

(17)
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